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Meiotic crossovers



Meiotic crossovers

Fundamental interest 
(evolution)

Practical relevance (breeding)



More and more data on crossovers in plants

Double Strand Break

Single end invasion

....
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Goal: get insight using machine learning

Machine learning:

- use training set

- find patterns in data

- predict on test set 

- interpret the model

Artificial intelligence

Machine learning

Deep learning



Datasets in four plant species



Crossover datasets

Tomato Arabidopsis Rice Maize

Number of 4kb
regions containing a 
crossovers

664 159 468 63

Training set: ‘positive cases’  and ‘negative cases’

ML then learns to discriminate positives and negatives
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Sampling negative cases from....

Whole genome  model learns mainly to discriminate 
euchromatin from heterochromatin
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Sampling negative cases from....

Whole genome  model learns mainly to discriminate 
euchromatin from heterochromatin

Euchromatin only  ignores crossovers in heterochromatin

Based on gene density  model learns to predict for
a given gene-rich region whether crossovers are likely or not



Features

....ccaagatc....

Transposons

Sequence variation



Results for tomato: prediction performance
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Results for tomato: important features



Prediction performance four species

Tomato Arabidopsis Rice Maize

AUROC 0.79 
(0.04)

0.63 
(0.08)

0.67 
(0.05)

0.72 
(0.14)



Additional validation (I)

Tomato Arabidopsis Rice Maize

AUROC 0.79 
(0.04)

0.63 
(0.08)

0.67 
(0.05)

0.72 
(0.14)

Pericentro
meric 
regions

0.95 0.66 0.76 0.92



Additional validation (II)

Historical recombination rate (Arabidopsis)
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Four species: similarities and differences



Next (1): Structural variants

rice



Next (2): crossovers vs synteny blocks
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Next (3): More data

F1 pollen

Crossover detection
*

*
*

10x Genomics HiSeq2500



Conclusions

Prediction of crossovers

Insight into underlying determinants

Soon: more data and more models
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